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Appendix 1, Fig. A1.  Illustration of the ‘robust, two one-sided tests of equivalence’ (TOST) procedure that
was used to quantify site-specific or pairwise differences in MaxEnt raw scores when CPC and IPC covariates
were used in model building. The range-wide distribution of pairwise differences in MaxEnt raw scores for
CPC and IPC models (i.e. CPC value – IPC value at each of 115,750 stream segments) are shown for
Redside Shiner (Richardsonius balteatus). Formal inference test results are shown at right. Using a traditional
t-test, a significant difference between paired CPC and IPC values is detected at α = 0.05. However, this
result is due to the large sample size; with such high statistical power, the t-test is likely to detect some
difference between paired samples, despite the fact that the difference may be trivially small, with a mean
difference approaching zero. The TOST procedure tests the hypothesis that the average pairwise differences
are at least as large as a pre-specified level of functional equivalence (ε). Results from several iterative
TOSTs, exploring different ε thresholds (summarized at right), show that the functional range of equivalence
(i.e. average absolute pairwise difference) is between 0.000001–0.000001 when α = 0.05.
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Mean = -3.244e-06

S.D. = 4.492e-04

t-test
Ho: mean difference = 0
p = 0.014 (t = -2.457; df = 115,750)

TOST (α = 0.05)
H: mean |difference| ≥ 0.0001
p < 0.001

H: mean |difference| ≥ 0.00001
p < 0.001

H: mean |difference| ≥ 0.000005
p < 0.001

H: mean |difference| ≥ 0.000004
p < 0.001

H: mean |difference| ≥ 0.000003
p = 0.001

H: mean |difference| ≥ 0.000002
p = < 0.001

H: mean |difference| ≥ 0.000001
p = 0.556
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Appendix 2, Fig. A2.  ‘Word clouds’ illustrating the relative influences of CPC
(panel A) and IPC (panel B) covariates retained in the SDMs. Relative covariate
influences were estimated by rank order within each of the SDMs, based on
MaxEnt percent contribution values (shown in parentheses in Table 1, main text).
For example, the most influential covariates used in the CPC model for
Largescale Sucker (Catostomus macrocheilus) were, in rank order, Area, Slope,
Xcoor, SpringAirTemp, WinterPrecip, and Elevation. Ranks were then used to
weight the influence of each covariate within a given SDM; in the CPC
Largescale Sucker model, Area was repeated six times (i.e. rank 1 of six
covariates) in a text list of covariate labels, Slope was repeated five times, Xcoor
was repeated four times, etc. This ranking and weighting procedure was
repeated for each of the 30 SDMs. Text lists of the weighted covariates from all
CPC models were then combined into a single CPC list and weighted covariates
from all IPC models were combined into a single IPC list. These combined lists
were then used to generate the CPC (panel A) and IPC (panel B) clouds, where
the size of each covariate label reflects its relative influence among all CPC or
IPC models. Covariate labels are as shown in Table 1 (main text). Label colors
reflect the class of each covariate: green text indicates a climate covariate, blue
text indicates an instream covariate, and brown text indicates a physical habitat
covariate. Word clouds were generated with the ‘wordcloud’ package (Fellows
2014) in R (R Core Team 2016).


